


My stay at the University of Chicago 
 
When I heard the motto of the university of Chicago (“Where fun comes to die”) for the first 
time I was excited and scared at the same time. I chose the University of Chicago because it is 
one of the best schools in the US, so I was prepared for a workload that is a little bit different to 
what I am used to from the University of Vienna. UChicago definitely lives up to its motto. 
International students are required to take 3 classes per quarter (the school is organized into 
quarters which last for 10 weeks each) which may sound like less work than it actually is. The 
courses have a focus on reading and discussions which means that students spend hours and 
hours preparing themselves by reading about 100 pages per course and week. One of the 
challenging aspects is time. The quarter only lasts for 10 weeks, but the amount of work can be 
compared to what we do in one semester at the University of Vienna. Even though the 
workload is very demanding, getting a good grade is almost guaranteed if students do their 
reading and actively participate in the discussions. Additionally, the offer UChicago has in terms 
of courses is incredible. No matter what you are interested in you will find it there, I took 
classes I never imagined I could do in an academic setting. Additionally, the quality of the 
courses is amazing. The professors are well chosen, very knowledgably and very forthcoming, 
helpful, and available outside of office hours. 
 
UChicago does not only offer amazing courses but also plenty of spare time activities. No 
matter if you are interested in sports, acting, acapella, dancing, comedy or student’s 
organizations, you will find something to attend. I was slightly disappointed that some sports 
such as soccer only exist as varsity teams, however, in the end I was glad that I couldn’t stick to 
what I know because that way I tried new things such as archery, Zumba and working out with a 
personal coach. Facilities such as the gym and the swimming pool are included in the student 
life fee (about 370$ per quarter). During the quarter, UChicago also offers several events such 
as stress relief days where you can get snacks, do relaxing activities and get a back rub for free. 
Another useful service is the UPass which exchange student receive from the university 
enabling them to use public transportation in the whole city.  
 
Besides the typical campus life at an American college, I really enjoyed travelling the States. 
Since courses usually take place 2 times per week, it is possible to organize your classes so that 
you have a 3 or 4 day weekend. Due to the workload travelling every weekend is not possible 
since it throws you back a lot but I managed to travel once a month during less busy weekends.  
 
The University of Chicago welcomes several international students each year. One of the 
exchange students this year created a Facebook group with all the students studying there 
during the whole year (some students stay the whole year, some for one quarter and Austrian 
students stay for 2 quarters). In my opinion, this Facebook group was the best thing that could 
have happened to me. I arrived on December 30th and was prepared to spend New Year’s Eve 
all by myself until I was added to the group and invited to the party of the exchange students 
from Europe. I can only recommend doing something similar. 
 



As smooth as the stay in Chicago was, the preparation was slightly more complicated. I spent a 
lot of time trying to figure out which insurance I needto get which is a) not too expensive but b) 
covers everything the university requires. I ended up getting ISO student insurance. It covers 
everything and is with 360$ for 6 months more than affordable. I contacted both the people 
from ISO and from UChicago to make sure that the insurance is acceptable, but I did not get a 
satisfying answer from both since they told me that I have to compared myself which turned 
out impossible with all the unknown terms. After several days and innumerable phone calls I 
finally got the confirmation that it is OK.  
 
Finding a place to stay was a lot easier. In general, there are three options for exchange 
students. You can either gat a dorm in the students’ dormitory or in the international house or 
find private housing. Since the dormitory was rather expensive I opted for a shared flat. On the 
website marketplace.uchicago.edu I found an amazing flat only 5 minutes away from campus 
for 480$ per month. During spring break, I had to move but the second flat was only slightly 
farther away and not much more expensive. While the student’s dorms and the international 
house are perfect for meeting students from all over, I really enjoyed my time at shared flats 
since I met and hung out a lot of real Americans. Meeting Americans at UChicago turned out to 
be rather complicated as they are very busy with studying so I was very grateful for the 
opportunity to live with some Americans.  
 
I absolutely enjoyed my stay at UChicago. The quality of the courses is exceptionally high, I 
learned so much during those 6 months. In addition to material knowledge, I was also able to 
improve my English tremendously, breath into American culture and not only meet but become 
friends with amazing people I am still in touch with despite the distance. I think going abroad is 
an essential experience especially for language students and I can recommend the University of 
Chicago with a clear consciousness. 
 




